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                                                            Open-End Rotary Wrench       
                               
 Technical Design of the Machine (Hand Tool) and Device Description – Basic 
Information 
 
The open-end rotary wrench is a wrench designed for drive-assisted tightening and 
loosening of nuts and bolts with the ability to fit the wrench onto the nut or hexagonal 
bolt head from the side like with standard open-end wrenches. Another potential use is 
e.g. cutting threads after changing the head attachment. Its advantage compared to other 
handheld power tools is the fact the wrench can be used to tighten/loosen nuts on running 
pipes or close-ended threaded rods and pipes and in other places where socket head keys, 
ring spanners and other such tools cannot be used. The rotary wrench will make work faster 
and easier for all professionals that utilise open-end, ring or other spanners. The open-end rotary 
wrench consists of a drive that propels the head of the wrench, and replaceable head 
attachments in various sizes. The drive of the head of the rotary wrench is a device that is 
proportioned, both in size and weight, for standard use in workshops and facilities where 
nut and bolt tightening and loosening is frequently required. The drive of the head consists 
of a motor, gearbox, clutch, power cable or battery, and handles. The drive of the head is 
further complemented by additional devices that allow activating percussion for easier 
loosening of rusted nuts and bolts, setting rotation speed, torque, etc. To control and adjust 
settings, the wrench is fitted with a control unit and a display with indication for fitting 
and securing the nut within the rotation axis, indication of the position of the rotary 
wrench in relation to the basic axis for removing the wrench from the nut and indication of 
the position of clamping segments. The control unit enables setting and monitoring 
revolutions, rotation speed, torque. Its design is similar to that found in standard handheld 
power tools. The controls are simple. First, fit a wrench head of the appropriate size onto the 
drive section, choose rotation direction, set the torque and speed and press a button to set 
the wrench to starting position for fitting it onto/removing it from the nut or bolt head. All 
the steps are controlled via the control unit with digital indication on the display. After the 
nut or bolt is tightened or loosened, the clutch disengages, the clamping segments release 
and the rotary wrench rotates to a position that allows removal from the nut or bolt head. 
These operations are done either automatically or triggered with the push of a button. To 
facilitate loosening rusty or jammed bolts or nuts, the user can elect to activate side 



percussion. The target spot for tightening or loosening can be lit from both sides. The 
wrench can further be fitted with an attachment with a flexible extension to allow access 
to hard-to-reach places. 
The tool is also highly suitable as a work tool for industrial assembly robots.   

       
 
                                             Selection of Utility Model Drawings 
 

  
                                                                                                                                                                                                                               
 Proposed design for certain parts               Possible use of the rotary wrench                  
                                                                                                                  

     

Parts numbered 41 are clamping and releasing segments 
responsible for clamping and releasing the nut or bolt. After 
tightening or loosening is complete and the segments are released, 
the rotary wrench can be automatically rotated back to position for 
detaching the wrench from the nut or bolt head in any position. 
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Bevel Gear and Driver Seating Assembly of the Rotary Wrench 
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                          Patent Protection of the Open-End Rotary Wrench 
 
The utility model was registered in the Czech Republic on 4th July 2019 under utility 
model number 33350 under the ownership of Vlapos s.r.o.. 
The utility model ensures ten-year period of priority for production and sale of the device. 
To ensure the protection of the utility model in other countries, it is necessary to submit 
applications and pay fees by 4th July 2020 at the latest.  
 

 
 
 
The full description of the utility model, including a list of reference numerals and drawings in the 
document are not included here due to their scope.  
 

Assembly with additional 
gears 

The structure of the rotary wrench may differ from the designs proposed here. 



This is a tender for starting licensed production of a rotary wrench designed in accordance 
with the utility model, tender for purchase or another agreed upon solution and 
introduction of a new, original product onto the market. It is an excellent opportunity for a 
new licence owner to enter the market, secure a large share on the world market, and 
achieve high return on investment either by growing their business with their own 
technologies and experience or making use of business incentives for new, innovative 
products.  
We anticipate the trade routes and contacts established as a result of the licence shall hold 
even after the expiry of the ten-year term of protection and production shall grow and 
expand further afterwards as well. 
Even at low or average initial sales, the future owner of the licensed production of the rotary 
wrench shall secure a dominant position in this product segment on the world market with 
even a minor capital investment. 
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